Abstract. We consider the numerical solution of nonlinear, dissipative partial differential equations using a pseudospectral method and the methodology of approximate inertial manifolds. Coarse and fine grids are employed, with a nonlinear mapping to relate the solutions computed on these grids. The approach is illustrated by consideration of the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation subject to periodic solutions that are restricted to the invariant subspace of odd functions. Numerical results are presented on the ability of the method to mimic the time evolution of the infinite-dimensional dynamical system. The results demonstrate that the coarse/fine grid method is more accurate than the standard pseudospectral method on the same coarse grid. However, time integration studies suggest that the increased accuracy is bought at an increase in computational cost: to achieve a specified accuracy, the computational cost of the two-grid method exceeds that of a standard pseudospectral method for this spatially periodic problem.
Introduction.
Recently, mathematical studies of infinite-dimensional dynamical systems have attracted a great deal of attention [23, 37] . In particular, considerable effort has been focused on the elucidation of the long-time dynamics of these systems via their global attractors. The global attractor is a set A in phase space that all trajectories eventually enter and remain within as time evolves. For large times A contains all steady-states, limit cycles, invariant tori-phenomena that can be studied by bifurcation analysis. A question that remains partially unanswered asks whether the global attractors of infinite-dimensional systems have finite dimension. From the viewpoint of numerical approximation the question asks whether it is possible to describe the long-time dynamics of an infinite-dimensional system using a finite spanning dimension. In many cases-including the two-dimensional NavierStokes equations [14] -it is known that A has finite fractal dimension, but this does not automatically imply a finite spanning dimension. Furthermore, A may be very complicated, and it may attract trajectories very slowly. Since the restriction to such a potentially complicated set does not necessarily imply a flow, a smoother invariant set in phase space, M , called an inertial manifold has been developed. M is a finitedimensional, positively invariant Lipschitz manifold that contains A and attracts all trajectories at an exponential rate in time (See for example, [6, 13] ). The flow restricted to M is effectively described by a system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) in a finite set of coefficients, p, together with a nonlinear algebraic relation q = φ(p). Here p and q are time-dependent projection components in orthogonal subspaces of the solution space, and the combination of ODEs and q = φ(p) forms a system of differential-algebraic equations (DAEs).
Inertial manifolds (IMs) are known to exist for a variety of nonlinear dissipative partial differential equations (PDEs) modelling physical systems such as the Ginzburg-Landau, Cahn-Hilliard and Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equations (see [5, 37] ). Even when an IM is known to exist its precise mathematical expression cannot be determined and it is therefore necessary to resort to an obtainable approximation known as an approximate inertial manifold (AIM). Some of the AIMs that have been proposed are actually smooth approximations of the global attractor-rather than approximations of an IM-and these may be applied in situations where an IM is not known to exist.
Inertial manifolds and their approximations have mainly been developed for infinite-dimensional systems with periodic boundary conditions. Here the aforementioned orthogonal subspaces of the solution space are spanned by trigonometric functions (Galerkin basis elements), and p and q represent time-dependent Fourier coefficients. The relation q = φ(p) expresses the 'high' order Fourier coefficients in terms of the 'low' order coefficients, and from a physical point of view it may be regarded as an interaction law between small and large wavelengths. AIMs based on this relation between Galerkin basis elements have been described by Marion and Témam [32] and referred to as nonlinear Galerkin methods. The trivial approximation φ(p) ≡ 0 yields an approximation referred to as the Flat Galerkin method which lies in the linear space spanned by a finite set of basis elements, whereas a non-trivial φ(p) gives an approximation in a nonlinear manifold. Many AIMs of this type have been proposed, and tests of viability have been conducted, based primarily on bifurcation studies [1, 11, 27, 26, 35] .
To enable the work presented here to be set in context we give a brief outline of the general approach to the construction of AIMs. Further details may be found in [5, 11, 27, 32, 37] . Consider an evolution equation of the form
where A is a self-adjoint positive operator with compact resolvent (the dissipative part) defined on a Hilbert space H , and F (u) is the nonlinear part defined on the domain of A. If w 1 , w 2 , ... are the orthogonal eigenfunctions of A then P and Q := I − P are the usual spectral projections, with P projecting onto the subspace spanned by the first n eigenfunctions. Applying P and Q to (1.1), and noting that P and Q commute with A, it is readily seen that (1.1) is equivalent to the ODE systeṁ
Under the assumption that (1.1) has an IM of dimension n that can be realised as the graph of a function φ : P H → QH, the long-time dynamics are completely described by the finite-dimensional ODE systeṁ
This system is called an inertial form for (1.1). In practice, Q is approximated by truncating its corresponding spectral projection and an approximation to the relation q = φ(p) may be obtained from (1.2b) using the justifiable simplificationq = 0. The truncation process for Q together with the various approximations to q = φ(p) derived from (1.2b) have given rise to a variety of AIMs.
Until fairly recently, all AIMs have been constructed in phase space as graphs of functions relating low and high Fourier modes, as outlined above. However, attempts are now being made to extend the AIM concept. An AIM called an algebraic manifold has been introduced by Foias and Témam [15] . Marion and Témam [33] have recently used finite elements for spatial discretisation, with hierarchical bases used in the construction. Témam [38] and Chen and Témam [3] have related AIMs based on finite difference methods to multigrid methods. Foias and Titi [16] introduced a useful idea characterising an AIM by nodal values of functions that are on the inertial manifold. They illustrated their approach by considering a finite difference spatial discretisation of the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation (see [22] ), and they created a dynamical system for the evolution of nodal values rather than Fourier coefficients. A related idea has been employed recently by Margolin and Jones [31] in constructing numerical algorithms for the solution of Burgers' equation.
The objective of this paper is to combine a pseudospectral (PS) discretisation in space with the concept of AIMs to produce a scheme for the numerical solution of nonlinear PDEs. The method is illustrated by means of the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation -chosen by ourselves and many others [1, 11, 16, 27, 29, 35] because this is a system with rich dynamics that is known to have an IM. The work presented here makes use of the high spatial accuracy of PS methods and produces physical nodal values that are computationally more convenient than the Fourier coefficients p and q mentioned above. The flexibility and rapid convergence properties of PS discretisation [2, 17] should make it an ideal discretisation technique for nodal characterisation of AIMs. Here we use a spatially periodic PS method, but the flexibility of the method should permit extensions of this approach to problems that do not have periodic boundary conditions.
In Section 2 we describe the PS discretisation of the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation and discuss features of the semi-discrete system such as dissipative properties and nonlinear stability. Algorithms based on the concept of AIMs are presented in Section 3: the nonlinear map q = φ(p) described earlier is replaced by a map between coarse and fine grids in physical space. We also discuss numerical experiments designed to test the viability of the approach: these include bifurcation studies and numerical integration of the finite-dimensional dynamical systems arising from the discretisations. Finally, in Section 4 we give comments and conclusions.
2. Pseudospectral discretisation.
2.1. Differentiation matrices. To illustrate our approach we consider the renormalised, one-dimensional Kuramoto-Sivashinsky (KS) equation
Here θ is a non-negative real parameter, the term 4 u xxxx may be identified with the dissipative term Au in equation (1.1) and the terms θ (u xx + u u x ) may be identified with F (u). Following Jolly et al. [27] and Russell et al. [35] we consider periodic solutions that are restricted to the invariant subspace of odd functions: it is known that an IM exists under these constraints [13] (The existence of an IM has recently been established for (2.1) with any initial data [4, 19] ). Accordingly we seek approximations to odd, 2π-periodic solutions which satisfy
The associated solution space, H , will be a subspace of the Sobolev space H 4 (0, 2π).
It will suffice to solve (2.1) and (2.2) in the half-period x ∈ [0, π] and in this region we introduce the grid {x j } N j=0 given by x j = j H = j π/N, j = 0, 1, ..., N. To obtain the approximation we require the finite-dimensional subspace of H given by
and also the (even) finite-dimensional subspace of H 4 (0, 2π) defined by
The collocation projection P : H → H N odd is defined by :
Here
T by the discrete Sine transform 
Making use of (2.4), and the discrete orthogonality properties of the trigonometric functions, it may be shown that this has the form
where
odd is 'completed' by adding null first and last columns to become a matrix in R (N +1)×(N +1) of the form
odd is a first-order pseudospectral differentiation matrix, and the inner (N − 1)
odd , is a key matrix in the subsequent analysis.
For the pseudospectral discretisation of the KS equation we shall also require nodal approximations to first-order spatial derivatives of even, 2π-periodic functionsthe even subspace of H 4 (0, 2π). In this case we use approximations based on derivatives of projections into H N even , and by a method similar to that outlined above for D (1) odd we obtain the first-order differentiation matrix
Note that the first and last rows of D (1) even are zero, and, as before, the inner (N − 1)× (N −1) block is labelled by a tilde. The KS equation involves spatial derivatives of orders two and four: to approximate these we construct second-order and fourth-order differentiation matrices by differentiating projections into H N odd . Since the higher derivatives involve only odd functions we dispense with even/odd subscripts and denote the second-and fourth-order differentiation matrices by D (2) and D (4) , respectively. Again,D (s) denotes the (N − 1) × (N − 1) inner block for s = 2, 4. To clarify the role played by the differentiation matrices in the approximation process it is convenient to have access to some further notation. Accordingly, we let S N odd,per be the set of doubly-infinite real sequences, and, if the matrix operations are augmented by information on parity and periodicity, they may be regarded as mappings between these sets of sequences. Thus, we may write
Specific forms of the differentiation matrices are given in the Appendix. Here we simply make the useful observations
2.2. Semi-discrete system. We denote by U j the approximation to u(x j , t) (j = 0, 1, . . . , N ) and introduce the notation
where V is any element of
prior to discretisation. This partition yields a discrete system with energy properties that mimic those of the underlying differential equation (see, for example, [36] ). Since u 2 is 2π-periodic and even in x, approximation of this term by pseudospectral discretisation involves the differentiation matrix D (1) even . The system that approximates (2.1) at the set of nodes
where the superposed dot indicates time differentiation. This is a finite-dimensional, autonomous, nonlinear dynamical system of the forṁ
The components U 0 and U N will be zero at time t = 0, and it is readily shown using the structure of the differentiation matrices that these components are zero for all t ≥ 0. At any instant of time the discrete approximation to u will be an element of S N odd,per . To examine the dissipative properties of (2.10) we define the vector norm
where ξ is any element of S 
odd and D (1) even , respectively. We may use the observations (2.8) to show that
Hence the discrete approximation satisfies
which mimics the equation
governing the energy in the solution of (2.1). In (2.15) the norm is defined by
2 dx, and the first and second terms in the right-hand-side represent positive and negative dissipation, respectively. It should be noted that the partition of u u x given by (2.9) is crucial in constructing a discrete system with dissipative properties that match those of the differential equation: this partition led to C = 0 in (2.13). Equation (2.14) does not give information on the boundedness of U as time evolves. The equation may be re-cast as
Regard U as as vector in R N −1 and consider the inner matricesD (4) andD (2) which have eigenvalues k 4 and −k 2 , for k = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1. This viewpoint enables us to write
but this gives no information on growth limitation if θ (N − 1) 2 > 4. A more involved analysis is required to show boundedness of U 2 , and this is outlined in the following section.
2.3. Nonlinear stability. Here we adopt an approach which is related to that used by Nicolaenko et al. [34] and by Témam [37] in analysing the KS equation, and Foias and Titi [16] in their finite difference treatment of the KS equation. The approach is in the spirit of the work by Foias et al. on the dissipativity of numerical schemes [12] . Replace U in (2.10) by
where Z is independent of t and Z 0 = Z N = 0. From (2.10) we obtaiṅ
If we premultiply (2.17) by (π/N )W T and make use of the analysis in Section 2.2 we obtain 1 2
The observations (2.8) enable us to write
and S is the (N − 1) × (N − 1) symmetric matrix with
. Young's inequality applied to the term W · g in (2.18) enables us to write
where δ is any positive real constant. From this we may replace (2.18) by
and W is regarded as a vector in R N −1 . We interrupt the stability analysis at this point in order to introduce an essential property of the matrix D in (2.20). The final stage of the analysis will be given once this property has been established.
To obtain an inequation from (2.19) that overcomes the difficulties which arose from (2.16), our objective is to show that D − γD (4) is positive semi-definite for some positive γ and some choice of Z. SinceD (4) is positive definite (see eigenvalues following (2.16)) we naturally seek a γ in the interval (0, 4) .The objective has only been verified numerically, with the vector Z defined in terms of one positive parameter η by
The search for positive semi-definiteness of D −γD (4) is less cumbersome if spatial discretisation is effected by means of second-order central differences. In this case it may be shown [39] that the required result holds provided
where H = π/N . For fixed η the left-hand-side of (2.21) decreases with H, but, for large θ, the inequality may not be satisfied for arbitrarily small H if η is too large. For large θ satisfaction of (2.21) should be achieved if η increases and ηH decreases as H goes to zero. The corresponding conditions were checked numerically for the pseudospectral case. Figure 2 .1 shows the minimum number of internal nodes necessary to achieve positive definiteness of the matrix D at increasing values of θ for a specified choice of η. The rapidly increasing slope of the dotted curve at large θ shows that reduction of H alone cannot achieve positive definiteness in this region, and the lower solid curve shows the improvement if η increases suitably with N . Figure 2.2 shows, for N = 9, the value of η at which the minimum eigenvalue of D changes sign. For given θ, a value of η within the loop corresponds to D being positive definite. It should be noted that for fixed N there is a value of θ beyond which the desired result cannot be obtained for any choice of η. We conclude this digression by stating that numerical evidence strongly suggests that D − γD (4) is positive definite for some positive γ and some choice of Z.
Returning to equation (2.19) , if the existence of a suitable γ is assumed we may
From the nature of the eigenvalues ofD (4) it follows that 1 2
and if we set δ = γ and invoke the Gronwall lemma we find
From this we see that for any > 0, the dissipative properties ensure that
for t sufficiently large, and the system has an absorbing set. For fixed θ, and N finite but sufficiently large (to achieve the definiteness condition on D ) the system (2.10) has a global attractor. From the numerical viewpoint the analysis above ensures nonlinear stability of the semi-discrete system (2.10).
3. Inertial manifolds and coarse and fine grid interactions.
3.1. Inertial manifold for the semi-discrete system. The points made by Foias and Titi [16] in establishing the existence of an inertial manifold for their semidiscrete finite difference approximation of the KS equation apply equally well here, and this enables us to state that the semi-discrete system (2.10) will have an inertial manifold for sufficiently large N . Effectively, this depends on the existence of the global attractor, as established in the preceding section, and on the spectral properties of the dissipative operatorD (4) . 
can be made arbitrarily large by choosing N sufficiently large. The operatorD (4) is said to satisfy a spectral gap condition [5, 6] and this, coupled with the analysis in Section 2, ensures the existence of an IM.
3.2. Algorithms based on coarse and fine grids. The objective is to compute an approximation to the solution of (2.1) on the coarse grid
with account taken of interactions between the solutions computed on this grid and on a fine grid defined by
The choice of 2h = H is akin to selecting equal numbers of low and high modes for p and q, respectively, in equation (1.2) . This choice is, of course, computationally convenient, but it is not necessarily ideal in all circumstances. This matter is considered in the paper by Jones et al. [28] , and there it is shown that as the solution becomes more smooth the required number of high modes diminishes. In general, the relation 2h = H could be replaced by a relation of the form h = H β for some β > 1. Returning now to the grids defined by (3.1) and (3.2), we denote the approximations computed at time t on the coarse grid by
When coarse and fine grid interactions are involved we refer to approximations at all nodes {y j } 2N −1 j=1 , and this set of approximations is denoted by
It is convenient to be able to refer separately to elements in (3.4) with even or odd subscripts and to this end we define
and
Finally, the discrete Fourier transform given in (2.4) enables us to define Fourier coefficients α N and α 2N by
Again, it is convenient to deal separately with the low and high mode Fourier coefficients in α 2N so we create two subvectors from the components of α 2N which we define as
Here the vectors (3.9) and (3.10) are named in a way that permits identification and comparison with the low and high Fourier coefficients p and q which occur in (1.2).
In the computations described in subsection 3.3 below, the time integration is performed using a Crank-Nicolson approximation to (2.11) on the coarse grid, with corrections incorporated that are derived from fine grid interactions (The zero components at the extremities of the vectors in (2.11) are omitted). If the approximation U N at time t is denoted by U(t) and the accepted approximation to u(., t − ∆t) on the coarse grid is conveniently denoted by U(t − ∆t), we employ the scheme
where G is defined by (2.11). The problem of finding U(t) is that of solving the nonlinear algebraic system
where M is the known vector evaluated using U 2N at time t−∆t, with pseudospectral derivatives computed in terms of the fine grid values.
We now describe two algorithms for the evaluation of U E , the vector that is taken to be the approximation on the coarse grid at time t. The methods could be simplified to give 'improved' coarse grid evaluations of G(U) in (2.11), and hence they could be incorporated into any time stepping procedure.
Algorithm 1

Find U
N by solving (3.11) using a Newton iteration. Set
2. Find α p using the discrete Sine transformation (2.4), which gives
3. Find α q by solving the high/low mode interaction equation q = φ(p) referred to in Section 1. This is done using a Newton iteration as described in Russell et al. [35] , with q and p identified with α q and α p , respectively. We write
and obtain α 2N as
4. Use an inverse discrete Sine transformation to produce the approximation
This process gives an approximation to U O .
Freeze U
O and use a Newton iteration to solve (3.11) for U E , with all pseudospectral derivatives evaluated using the complete fine grid approximation. G is considered to be a function of U E , with U O treated as a fixed vector. Solution of the N − 1 nonlinear equations (3.11) for U E using pseudospectral derivatives based on fine grid values may be written as
6. Go to step 2 above if U E has not converged.
This first algorithm converges satisfactorily, but it is deficient from the standard pseudospectral viewpoint since it carries out the high/low mode interaction in Fourier space, as is done in the nonlinear Galerkin method [32] . The following algorithm performs this interaction entirely in physical space.
Algorithm 2
1. Find U N by solving (3.11) using a Newton iteration. Set
2. Approximate G(U(t)) on the coarse grid as G(U E ) and then use trigonometric interpolation (sine series) to obtain the approximation IG(y j ) to G(U(t)) at the intermediate nodes y j , j = 1, 3, . . . , 2N − 1. 3. Freeze U E and use a Newton iteration to solve Algorithm 1 is closely related to the implementation of the nonlinear Galerkin method [32] that is discussed in Russell et al. [35] . In Algorithm 2 the interplay between high and low modes is taken into account by the interpolation or prolongation process in step 2 and the subsequent interaction and restriction process represented by (3.12) in step 3. The construction of equation (3.12) 
will behave like the high mode projection q in the nonlinear Galerkin method. The conditionq = 0 referred to in Section 1 takes the formė = 0 and, taking note of (2.11), we implement this condition by ensuring that at y j , (j = 1, 3, . . . , 2N − 1) , the components of G based on fine grid and coarse grid computations are equal. This gives rise to (3.12).
Numerical results.
Here we employ the inertial manifold techniques described in the preceding sub-section to perform numerical computations with the KS equation (2.1). Initially we follow the approaches of Brown et al. [1] , Jolly et al. [27] and Russell et al. [35] in investigating how well the techniques describe the qualitative behaviour of the KS equation as demonstrated by its bifurcation diagram. These computations were performed using AUTO, a FORTRAN code developed by Doedel [9] to compute bifurcation diagrams for ODEs. As in [35] , we used default values of parameters in AUTO as given in [9] (page 143). All computations were performed on a SUN SPARCstation ELC in double precision arithmetic. The bifurcation diagrams show plots of the parameter θ that appears in the KS equation against the vector l 2 -norm of the approximate solution: for the vector U ∈ R N −1 appearing in (2.11) the norm produced by AUTO is simply
Note that this norm is N -dependent, so care is needed if comparisons are made between results computed with different grid refinements. Furthermore, the norms used in the bifurcation diagrams displayed in [27, 35] involve vector norms of Fourier coefficients, thus to permit ready comparisons between these earlier presentations and any pseudospectral results computed here we have scaled U by the factor 2/N prior to the production of the norm by AUTO. The norm of the scaled U measures the l 2 -norm of the Fourier coefficients of U, as in [27, 35] .
In the bifurcation diagrams solid curves correspond to stable steady-state solutions and broken curves correspond to unstable ones. Frequently, the bifurcation diagrams display overlapping branches corresponding to different solutions with the same l 2 -norm, and the branch then appears as a solid curve. In the diagrams showing steady-state solutions we shall mainly be concerned with the ability of the method to capture branches, and the indication of stability/instability will not be of significance. White squares denote steady-state bifurcation points and black squares denote Hopf bifurcation points. In the plot of the periodic solution the time-averaged vector l 2 -norm of the solution is shown. White circles correspond to unstable periodic solutions and black circles correspond to stable periodic solutions. Figure 3 .1 shows an 'accurate' bifurcation diagram for 0 < θ ≤ 70, computed using a 12 mode standard Galerkin method. This solution technique on one grid is known as the flat Galerkin [32, 35] method and so henceforth we shall refer to its pseudospectral analogue -no interaction between coarse and fine grids -as the flat pseudospectral method. The display in Figure 3 .1 shows the qualitative features that should be captured by our Algorithms 1 and 2. To test the accuracy with which Algorithms 1 and 2 reproduce steady-state solutions they were used to solve the nonlinear algebraic system given by obtained from (2.11) by settingU = 0. Approximations were obtained for one of the steady-state solutions represented by the unimodal branch at θ = 5 (each branch represents multiple solutions that are related through symmetries in mode coefficients). Initial estimates of U were provided by adding small perturbations to the appropriate AUTO solution at θ = 5. Table 3 .1 shows the solutions of (3.15) with θ = 5 and N = 4 produced by Algorithms 1 and 2 and by the flat pseudospectral method. The solution given by the flat pseudospectral method with N = 8 is also given as an accurate benchmark. Note that Algorithms 1 and 2 give more accurate steady-state solutions than the flat pseudospectral method on the same coarse grid. Algorithm 1 is marginally more accurate than Algorithm 2 for this computation. The results show, of course, that the algorithms converge to the correct steady-state approximation. The final numerical check on the reliability of the pseudospectral AIMs involves a time integration of the KS equation by means of Algorithms 1 and 2. To obtain initial data for the integration we used AUTO to trace the periodic solution that emerges from the Hopf bifurcation point located around θ = 30.3 on the bimodal branch (see Figure 3.1) . Figure 3 .4 shows the stable periodic solution emerging from the bifurcation point. This solution was computed by a flat pseudospectral method with a suitably large value of N . Figure 3 .5 shows a time integration produced by Algorithm 1 with N = 9 and ∆t = 0.001, and with initial data obtained by perturbing AUTO output for the periodic solution. The diagram shows the time evolution of the solution over several periods projected onto the (U 1 , U 5 ) plane. As time evolves the projected solution is attracted to the stable limit cycle. The viability of the methods based on AIMs will depend on how the computational efficiency of these methods differs from that of standard methods. It is readily shown computationally that for a specified N there is a gain in accuracy for steady-state and periodic solutions if the coarse grid pseudospectral solution is replaced by a solution that incorporates fine grid interactions. This is in line with observations made by Jolly et al. [27] and Russell et al. [35] concerning algorithms based on nonlinear Galerkin methods. A more significant question concerns the computational efficiency of methods based on AIMs. To investigate this problem we performed numerical experiments on the integration of the KS equation using Algorithms 1 and 2 with initial data given by the AUTO output for the periodic solution at θ = 30.35. We used only one cycle of the outer loops in the Algorithms to reduce the computational effort. It was found that further cycles produced small changes that were not sufficiently large to produce alterations in the relative efficiencies of the methods. A highly accurate flat pseudospectral solution was used as a model 'exact' reference and integrations were performed over three complete periods. An acceptable absolute error was specified for the complete evolution over three periods and the integrations were repeated with various N and ∆t to achieve the error constraint with minimum CPU time. Figure 3 .6 shows how CPU time varies with specified error for Algorithms 1 and 2 and for the flat pseudospectral method. The diagram shows that as the acceptable error diminishes the AIM methods become much more expensive than the standard pseudospectral method. Also, Algorithm 2 is more expensive than Algorithm 1 if high accuracy is required. Some adjustments in the relative efficiencies might result from different time stepping techniques: however, the poor performance of the AIM methods relative to the flat pseudospectral method is in line with recent results produced by García-Archilla and de Frutos [18] . These authors used backward differentiation formulae (BDF) implemented with variable stepsize and variable order in their study of nonlinear Galerkin methods for the two-dimensional KS equation with periodic boundary conditions. They concluded that the nonlinear Galerkin method is not competitive with either the pure spectral Galerkin method or the pseudospectral method.
Comments and conclusions.
We have considered the numerical solution of nonlinear, dissipative PDEs by a pseudospectral method. Using the one-dimensional Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation with spatial periodicity as an illustrative model we have presented solution algorithms based on the concept of AIMs, and these algorithms are closely related to the nonlinear Galerkin methods of Marion and Témam [32] . The feature which distinguishes our methods from nonlinear Galerkin methods is the replacement of the nonlinear Galerkin mapping between low and high Fourier modes by a mapping that relates computed solutions on coarse and fine grids. Algorithms based on computation in physical space should have the advantage of being applicable in situations where boundary conditions are not restricted to spatial periodicity.
Bifurcation studies have demonstrated that our AIM methods capture the qualitative features of the solution. The solution computed on a coarse grid enjoys a gain in accuracy when the AIM idea is used to incorporate a correction from a fine grid in which the mesh interval has been halved. However, our time integration studies suggest that the increased accuracy is bought at a significant increase in computational cost: to achieve a specified accuracy, the computational costs of the AIM algorithms exceed that of a standard pseudospectral method. This observation is in line with results obtained recently by García-Archilla and de Frutos [18] in their study of the two-dimensional Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation with periodic boundary conditions. Some studies suggest, on the other hand, that there are computational advantages in using the nonlinear Galerkin method (see, for example, [25] ). These conclusions appear to conflict with the results on computational efficiency displayed here and in [18] , and a comment should be made on the apparent inconsistency.
The dynamical system (2.11) derived from the dissipative PDE (2.1) is a stiff system of ODEs and, ideally, numerical integration of (2.11) should be effected by methods that are stiffly stable (see, for example, [30] ). This property is possessed by the trapezoidal rule used here and by the BDF methods employed in [18] . Indeed, the BDF methods are central to the construction of efficient algorithms for stiff systems, and the trapezoidal rule is the most accurate A-stable (and hence stiffly stable) linear multistep method. The property of solutions of nonlinear differential systems which might be regarded as the analogue of decay in linear systems is contractivity, and we know that the solutions are contractive (nearby trajectories approach each other as time evolves) when the system is dissipative. Corresponding properties are possessed by numerical methods that are G-stable or algebraically stable, and one or other of these properties is possessed by the trapezoidal rule and by low-order BDF methods [7, 30] . Explicit methods such as those used in [25] do not have the linear and nonlinear stability properties described above: for example, their regions of absolute stability in the negative real complex plane are very limited. The improved computational efficiency of the nonlinear Galerkin method relative to the flat Galerkin method reported in [25] is likely to be associated with an increase in permissible timestep due to the special treatment of the higher Fourier modes. The allowable timestep will be that associated with a flat Galerkin method which contains only the low modes. García-Archilla and de Frutos [18] have shown that, even with this improvement, explicit integrators are unlikely to be competitive with implicit integrators that cope with stiffness.
The case for AIM algorithms is likely to be stronger than our time evolution results might suggest. Careful studies coupling suitable integrators with various implementations of the nonlinear interaction have to be performed. In [18] the authors use variable stepsize and variable order BDF methods and they claim that this choice improves computational efficiency by several orders of magnitude relative to the Runge-Kutta method adopted in [25] . The time evolution studies performed by García-Archilla et al. should now be combined with various models for the interaction equation between low and high Fourier modes. Much more work is required on the interaction process, particularly in the context of coarse and fine grid computations. A recent paper by Gottlieb and Témam [20] has addressed this question for pseudospectral discretisations: the paper investigates the decomposition of a periodic function into its small and large scale components.
Some measure of support for the nonlinear Galerkin method has appeared recently in papers by Devulder et al. [8] and by Heywood and Rannacher [24] . A proof that the nonlinear Galerkin method converges faster than the standard Galerkin method was given by Devulder et al. [8] , and this result was applied and verified in a practical situation by Heywood and Rannacher [24] . For the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations with Dirichlet boundary conditions the latter authors obtain error estimates for the nonlinear Galerkin method that are better than the best obtainable for the standard Galerkin method. The improvement does not occur in the case of periodic boundary conditions. The authors indicate that the gain in accuracy arises in problems where there is an incompatibility in smoothness at the boundaries between the solution and the eigenfunction approximation of the solution. The interaction between low and high modes in the nonlinear Galerkin method has the effect of reducing the intensity of the Gibbs phenomenon associated with this incompatibility. Developments of this theme by Jones et al. [28] suggest that the nonlinear Galerkin method could be advantageous where the solution lacks smoothness. In addition to problems with boundary condition incompatibility, they suggest that gains could be achieved in situations where there are sharp fronts such as phase transitions. They also show that the effectiveness of the nonlinear Galerkin method depends on the accuracy with which the AIM represents higher modes-a point that is referred to earlier in this section in relation to the computational efficiency study described in [18] . The work described in [24] and [28] does not address questions of computational efficiency: rather, it considers effectiveness by comparing rates of convergence of the nonlinear Galerkin and the standard Galerkin methods. Studies on computational efficiency of the nonlinear Galerkin method in the advantageous situations described in [24] and [28] would now be useful. With these observations in mind, we are currently applying our two-grid method (Algorithm 2) to Burgers' equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions. We also incorporate an inhomogeneous term, thus permitting variations of solution smoothness. This work, which will appear elsewhere, is in the spirit of the nonlinear Galerkin studies performed by Jones et al. [28] .
Recent computational results for Burgers' equation by Margolin and Jones [31] demonstrate some of the advantages arising from the AIM methodology in the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions. However, even the non-periodic case has to be approached with care. García-Archilla et al. [18] cast doubt on the advantages arising from the nonlinear Galerkin method if computational efficiency is the quantity being measured. Furthermore, a recent paper by Graham et al. [21] on the efficiency of AIMs for a Bénard convection system shows that improvements of AIM method over the standard Galerkin method are small or negligible. The physical model that they examine is one in which small scales are dynamic (theq = 0 assumption mentioned in Section 1 may not be valid). The AIM method operates best where there exist small scales quiet enough to be represented on a slow time scale, but not so quiet that they can be ignored. Finally, we note that some recent theoretical work by Eden et al. [10] considers situations where inertial manifolds experience difficulties, such as the dynamic small scales encountered by Graham et al. [21] . These authors introduce a new set called an inertial set or an exponential attractor containing A and having finite dimension. This set should facilitate the study of large intermittent deviations at small length scales. Intermittency cannot be handled by inertial manifolds since in the latter the small scales (high modes) are slaved to the large scales (low modes). 
In [40] , Welfert gives conditions under which a p th -order pseudospectral differentiation matrix, D (p) , may be expressed as D (1) p . A wide-ranging discussion of differentiation matrices is also presented in [17] .
